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Level I/Level II Prior Approved CapCon Projects Costs Annual Escalation Factor

Recent activity regarding Level I and Level II CapCon projects including the process of
increasing estimated costs during the planning phase resulted in the need to incorporate an
annual escalation factor for prior approved projects. W.S. 21-18-202(v. C) states that the
commission must reapprove/authorize previously approved and uncompleted new CapCon
projects which have increased in total cost by 10% or more since cost estimates were developed
at the time of initial project approval. Given capital projects are often on hold for multiple years
during fundraising, approved projects often exceed the anticipated amount by more than 10%
based solely on escalation of costs due to construction costs. State Construction Department
recognized that incorporating an annual escalation factor for prior approved projects would allow
for better planning in a year-over-year basis. As such, State Construction Department has agreed
to provide an annual cost of construction escalation factor by April of each year. This would
allow an updated estimated costs basis for the colleges during the fundraising period and will
ensure that the WCCC is aware of anticipated capital construction costs in the coming years.
In consultation between WCCC staff and State Construction Department, two specific types of
projects are directly impacted: 1. Level I Projects that are approved by the WCCC, but are more
than one year post-approval, and 2. Level II projects with costs of construction created during
the formation of an actual project that have passed two years of post-project development.
1. Level I:
a. Level I projects are the prioritized projects with an initial cost estimate that is given to State
Building Commission. The Level I estimate is well understood to be an estimate that will come
to a hard construction cost during the Level II phase when the formation of an actual project
occurs.
b. If a Level I project has not been adjusted year-over-year to accommodate annual escalation of
construction costs including those exceeding the 10% requirement, the Level II cost estimate
may be significantly increased creating a large variance between initial project costs and actual
project costs.

Neither the WCCC nor SBC have initiated an annual escalation factor for Level I in the past.
The practice of incorporating an escalation factor for increased building costs for projects is a
commonly used best practice in state facility planning and construction. Additionally, the
statutes related to W.S. 21-18-202(v. C) clearly states that the commission must
reapprove/authorize previously approved and uncompleted new CapCon projects which have
increased in total cost by 10% or more since cost estimates were developed at the time of initial
project approval.
As a result, State Construction Department has agreed to provide the WCCC with an annual
escalation factor by end of April of each year to adjust approved project estimates that are
required to be submitted to SBC per W.S. 18-21-205(g).
2. Level II:
a. Once a Level I escalation factor for increased costs is implemented on an annual basis, the
occurrence of the Level II costs being significantly above the 10% approval requirement should
theoretically be reduced. Nonetheless, the Level II cost estimate also would automatically result
in an adjustment for the WCCC for any amount in excess of 10%. Additionally, State Building
Commission includes a 5% per year for two years cost escalation for all Level II projects. State
Construction Department has agreed to provide an annual escalation factor for the Level II
projects after the two-year period that have not moved forward to Level III.
In summary, State Construction Department will provide to WCCC an annual escalation factor
every April for prior approved Level I projects and Level II projects to ensure that prior WCCC
approved projects maintain a current and relevant cost estimate. This agreement occurred on
August 29, 2018, per Mel Muldrow, Administrator, State Construction Department, Construction
Management Division.

